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Richard’s engagement with PYB dates back a year and a half ago when
his school counselor handed out flyers and permission slips for a new
after-school program, PYB’s Middle School Partnership Program. PYB
would be Richard’s first introduction to the game of basketball, a
structured setting where he could learn and develop skills on the court
and in the classroom, so he decided to jump at the opportunity and sign
up. Over the time that Richard has been a part of the PYB program, he
and his PYB coaches and academic mentors have observed a growth
in not only Richard’s game, but also his interrelation with academic
learning and his peers, which are driving key pillars of his development.

learning and education
Math is Richard’s favorite subject in school, which translates into his
academic work at PYB. “When I’m at PYB, I like the NBA Math Hoops
game because it gets competitive, which forces me to do math faster. I like
numbers and I feel like I’m good at it.”
Richard says his favorite PYB classroom component are the sport
and society modules when he and his classmates read, write, analyze,
discuss, and debate issues that are relevant in their lives and the greater
community. “I really enjoyed The Players’ Tribune article, “Everyone Is
Going Through Something,” by Kevin Love (professional basketball player
for the Cleveland Cavaliers),” Richard says. “It’s about mental health—
something that not many others address.” Through such articles, Richard
feels like he has been exposed to a broader base of new and important
issues and conversations in our city, country, and world.

peers

adults
Richard is notable for never missing a PYB program day, including afterschool or on Saturdays at Central High School. When asked what causes
this strong attendance, Richard answers, “I want to get better—skill wise
and mentally—so I keep coming back. I think I am getting better and I
think that partly comes from Coach Kyle and Coach Randy.”

community
During Richard’s time with PYB, he believes he has honed his public
speaking skills, with a boost of confidence from his work in the classroom
and on court. “I now speak in large crowds. I am not shy anymore,” Richard
says. Coach Kyle reinforces this statement too, “While Richard was never
really timid, I have noticed a growth in Richard’s overall presence within our
program. He is a leader by example and is a respectful young man, who is
smart and eager to get better in all dimensions.”

“I now speak in large crowds.
I am not shy anymore.”
future trajectory
When asked what Richard thinks his future might look like, he says, “I
want to attend Central High School and I’m thinking of trying out for the
basketball team. I’m not sure where I want to go to college just yet, but I
know I want to be a malpractice lawyer.” As Richard continues to pursue
his relationships with meaning and purpose, his future is undoubtedly
bright and open to limitless possibilities. PYB looks forward to being a
supportive and positive force along the way.

Now in PYB’s second year of partnering with Pennypacker School, 21
boys and girls regularly attend PYB’s after-school program with Richard.
“I have developed new friendships in the program and have recommended
it to others in my school because it’s a good program and you learn a lot,”
Richard states.
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